
Cut the top off the bottle and take the label off.
Fill the bottle almost to the top with water.
Find 3 things that you can put into the water.
Put each into the water, one at a time.
Draw what the bottle looked like before and after.

What happens to the water when you put something in it?

Which thing made the water rise the most?

Why?

Which thing made the water rise the least?

Why?

before after before after before after

YOU NEED:
water
a friend
big plastic bottle

YOU NEED:
blocks

Make each model with blocks.
Count the blocks to find the volume.

Volume is how much space something takes up.

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

Name Date

Volume and Capacity
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Cut the top off the bottle and take the label off.
Fill the bottle almost to the top with water.
Find 3 things that you can put into the water.
Put each into the water, one at a time.
Draw what the bottle looked like before and after.

What happens to the water when you put something in it?

Which thing made the water rise the most?

Why?

Which thing made the water rise the least?

Why?

before after before after before after

YOU NEED:
water
a friend
big plastic bottle

YOU NEED:
blocks

Make each model with blocks.
Count the blocks to find the volume.

Volume is how much space something takes up.

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

The volume is
_______ blocks

Name

3 6 4

4 4 8

10 8 8

Volume and Capacity - Answer Key
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